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UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH
NOREEN & KENNETH MURRAY LIBRARY,
KINGS BUILDINGS

LOCATION: EDINBURGH
CLIENT: UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH
VALUE: £5.5M
SIZE: 1960M2
COMPLETION: 2012
SERVICE: ARCHITECTURE

Austin-Smith:Lord was appointed as Lead Consultant to undertake a new
build £5.5m Library and Learning Resource Centre for University of Edinburgh
at Kings Buildings. Significant factors to be considered within the building
were circulation spaces, relaxation and social spaces, private study areas,
teaching facilities and the overall link between the facilities required and the
needs of the occupants.

The project involved the demolition of the
existing single storey Robertson Library
building and replacing it with a new four
storey library. In addition to the new building
works, the existing public space between the
library and the Kings Buildings Centre was also
upgraded, including the introduction of new
cyclist changing and locker facilities.

SECTOR: EDUCATION
CONTRACTOR: MORRIS & SPOTTISWOOD
STRUCTURES: PARSONS BRINCKERHOFF LTD
SERVICES: PARSONS BRINCKERHOFF LTD
COST CONSULTANT: KLM PARTNERSHIP
AWARDS: 2013 LOW CARBON BUILDING AWARDS HIGH
COMMENDATION

The building was designed using passive
design concepts to reduce the long-term
running costs rather than introducing micro
renewable technologies. There are four key
concepts in implementing a passive design
strategy: - the use of natural resources such as
the sun and wind; increased fabric insulation;
a high level of air tight construction; and the
use of materials to create a healthy indoor
environment.
At least 10% by value of materials used in this
project were recycled/natural. All timber came
from certified sustainably managed forests
and similar records were required for other
materials, to prove that they were obtained
from environmentally sound sources. As part
of the project specification, we included the

requirement for the main contractor to register
the project with the Considerate Constructor’s
Scheme.
The new library provides a new home for
library collections that were previously stored
around the campus and it also provides new
centralised study facilities for the campus. The
site is located at the junction of key pedestrian
routes through the campus and the longterm masterplan is to enhance the adjacent
route from Gate 2 so that it becomes the
“processional way” i.e. the main formal route
into the campus. Re-structuring the existing
trees and planting will open up the college
green space in front of the library for more
use by the students and staff. The new library
helps, along with Kings Buildings House and
the Kings Buildings Centre, to provide the
social core of the campus. By creating more
social study spaces, we are encouraging
the collaborative research methods that the
University has adopted for the science faculty.

